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There are the firsts just before the hangover
With breath like toxins. There is the first one
After labor and her skin is slick and sweaty.
There are the first ones back and the firsts
Leaving. A first for the school days and the firsts
For the heartbreaks. A first good luck. A first
Goodbye.
Every once in a while, there is the last
First one. The last first of the ones not
Anticipated. The last first on the long
Road of others. Here there will be the firsts
Coming home and the firsts after dinner.
The firsts during the grueling long nights.
The firsts to slow the too-fast years.
The firsts in the noise to usher the quiet.
The firsts after harsh fights and the firsts after
Long flights. The first looks and the first
Waking up.

My love is like the wind,
Ever-changing, ever-shifting.
It will blow forevermore,
Never fading, never rifting.
My love is like the breeze,
Slowly caressing your heart.
My love is like a tornado,
Swiftly tearing us apart.
My love is wild and fast,
But also smooth and slow.
It can travel any distance.
It can conquer any foe.
But you make me want to change!
For I can only fly alone.
You make this heart of wind
Wish to be made of stone.

I imagine some regret that last first. The one
They wouldn’t have known to remember.
I imagine they spend their days hoping
To pinpoint the bar or the date or the glass
They drank from. I imagine they cling to it,
Whether they have the specifics or not.
I wonder if they sit in waiting rooms wishing
For one last one, for the first time truly meaning
It. Are there tally marks scratched into the walls
Of their beings, each one a heartbeat of a
Moment that tracks their life with that last first.
Do they plead for another, even if it aches
To add to the count, so long as this time,
They know to prepare. This time
Not for the first, but for the last.
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